
Balloons’Touch is a fast paced game to test hand-eye coordination. Up to four players compete against each other popping 
various colored balloons. Each player has a designated color, and the screen is filled with an assortment of balloons matching 
the colors of each player. The object is to pop as many of your balloons as possible, with scores tracked for each individual 
player. The game requires quick thinking and be careful not to pop any balloons that aren’t yours, as this will win points for 
your competitors! The player with the highest score at the end of each round wins.  

Balloons’Touch by  

1-4 players, all ages  

Bring your family back together! 

Balloons’Touch 



How to Play 

Balloons’Touch begins by selecting the number of 

players, one to four. If played with more than one 

player, the game is competitive.  

 

 

 

 

Each player selects one side of the screen, with its 

own individual color. The players’ colors are red, 

blue, green and purple.  

 

 

 

 

The screen is filled with an assortment of balloons 

of each player’s color. If there are 4 players       

competing, there will be balloons of all 4 colors. If 

there are fewer players, there will only be balloons 

of as many colors as there are players.  

 

 

 

Balloons are popped with a single finger tap. The 

object is for each player to locate their individual 

color of balloons on screen and tap as many as they 

can within the time limit.  As soon as a balloon is 

successfully “popped,” it will disappear from the 

screen. Balloons are constantly being replenished. 

 

 

 

Players must be careful; if they pop another color       

balloon the point will go to their competitor! 



Players will receive one point for every balloon of their 

color that they pop. Points are recorded in each player’s 

colored score box. 

 

 

 

Each round is 45 seconds, and the clock is displayed on 

the top and bottom of the screen. When time is up, the 

player with the highest score is the winner.  

 

 

 

 

The game will restart automatically with the same 

amount of players, and reset each player’s score to 0. 

The game can be exited or have the number of players 

changed at any time by selecting the options menu in 

the screen’s corner. 

How to Play (Continued) 

Score for the 

round 
Time left 



Customer support 
Customer satisfaction is our number one priority at AFTER-MOUSE.COM. If you are having any technical     
issues with this game, please contact our customer support. 
We will have a team member respond to your inquiry as soon as possible! 
 

By email at support-games@after-mouse.com 
On our website at http://www.after-mouse.com/support/upload/  
 

Thanks for playing! 
 
 

mailto:support-games@after-mouse.com
http://www.after-mouse.com/support/upload/


Frequently asked questions 

What are the system requirements to run Balloons’Touch? 

Balloons’Touch requires a multi-touch device, Dual Core Processor with 2 GB minimum memory, 4 GB            

recommended memory for optimal speed. Full HD resolution is also recommended for best performance. 
 

What is the recommended age for Balloons’Touch? 

Balloons’Touch is suitable for children and adults of all ages. 

 

How do I know which balloons to pop? 

Each player has their own individual color and should try only to pop balloons of their color. Popping       

another color will in fact will add to an opponent’s score! 

 

How many people can play Balloons’Touch? 

Up to four people can play competitively, or Balloons’Touch can be played alone for extra practice. 

 

How long is each round? 

Balloons’Touch is 45 seconds each round, so be quick with your balloon popping! New games will begin  

automatically after each round is completed. 

 

How is the game won? 

If played with more than one player, the player at the end of the game who has the highest score is the 

winner. If played alone, players can remember their high scores and try to beat them each time! 

 

Is there any difference in the point values of different balloon sizes? 

No, each balloon is worth one point, the sizes are different to make for a more interesting game! 

 

How do I quit Balloons’Touch? 

Touching the hand icon in the corner will launch the option menu, where you can quit, view instructions, or 

begin a new game with as many players as you’d like. 


